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This feature enables client applications to establish a secure and persistent HTTP cookie over a WCF service. WCF Cookies Overview: This article presents an overview of the WCF Cookies feature. WCF Cookies Features: This article presents WCF Cookies features. WCF Cookies Implementation Example: This article presents a WCF Cookies implementation example. WCF Cookies Security Considerations: This article
presents WCF Cookies security considerations. WCF Cookies Concepts: This article presents WCF Cookies concepts. WCF Cookies Pros and Cons: This article presents WCF Cookies pros and cons. WCF Cookies Constructor Example: This article presents a WCF Cookies constructor example. References Category:Microsoft application programming interfaces Category:Windows Communication FoundationWednesday,
December 11, 2011 Have you ever noticed that there are other movie posters around you? I mean, in movies there are always posters surrounding the ones that are shown in theaters... So this began my curiosity to know what the hell these other posters were, and I found out, it's nothing less than amazing and even fun. So, this one was the titular of the movie "Who's The Boss?" released in 1981, starring Liza Minnelli, who's part
of the rock 'n roll genre of music, and she also danced as a famous dancer that was a part of that style (and is still dancing, for her 60's hits). You can see that there are so many stickers that are all connected to her, as the movie was a part of the rock 'n roll genre. This is the backdrop of the movie that was released in 1986, starring Jennifer Jason Leigh and James Spader, who is the same as in the second poster. You can see that it
has a lot of characters from the movie, and the word "Taxi Driver" is clear to the left of the poster. This was the backdrop of the movie that was released in 2006, starring Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman, which both of them starred in other movies, but this one was the first to be released in theaters. You can see that it has a lot of characters from the movie, and the word "Swingers" is clear to the right of the poster. Here is the
backdrop of the movie that was released in 1991, starring Andrew McCarthy and Jane Seymour, who is the same as in the
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This function will add a character string to a cookie value and define a key that will be used to perform an HMAC hash to verify the cookie value. This provides a nice way to stop a user from simply putting a valid authentication cookie and post it to the server without verification. CLASSES: One of the most important aspects of using this library is that it has been designed to provide a standard way to set cookies and generate
the HMAC key that will be used to verify the value of the cookie before sending it to the server. This will allow for all of the cookies to be stored in a central place for easy verification. Cookies are used extensively for user authentication in websites and applications, when passed across the wire as part of a web request these values are used as forms of identification and to store various other user information. In order to provide
a secure method of authentication, a cookie with a unique value can be stored in a web browser to indicate a valid user. This method is useful for personal logins where the same account name is used for multiple websites. The cookie can be stored in the client’s browser for a specific period of time, or until the user logs out, logs in or after a specific number of unsuccessful attempts to authenticate. The default time can be altered
by altering the settings on the Web browser itself. When a user is logged in the cookie is stored in the browser for this amount of time and when the user logs out the cookie is removed, or the session expires. Cookie verification can be done through the use of a hash function which uses a shared secret key. The hash function used is the HMAC keyed with the secret key that is specified in the configuration of the service.
KEYMACRO Example: Create a HMAC key that will be used to verify the cookie value as follows: Class: Application Configuration.vb Set sKey = System.Text.ASCIIEncoding.ASCII.GetBytes("TheSecretKey") Set sKeyString = System.Text.ASCIIEncoding.ASCII.GetString(sKey) Set ConfigurationManager = Server.CreateClient().EndGetConfiguration ConfigurationManager.Cookies["Security"].Properties("Key").Value =
sKeyString Source Code: Download Link HttpWebRequest 'Modify the user agent string and any other headers to your needs 77a5ca646e
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What's New in the?
This is the compiled/debug version of the WCF CookieManager from codeplex. The examples for this example are from the website and may not be all updated for the current version. The only functionality removed are setting value of cookies. The code to set cookies is simple: Setting the cookie in a message. The same cookie can be set in a callback function: Setting cookies for a specific URL: Example 1: Example 2: What's
New in this Version May 23, 2013 4.0.0 May 23, 2013 4.0.1 May 29, 2013 2.0.0 May 23, 2013 3.0.0 Added a simple example to show how to call the method. May 23, 2013 3.0.1 Added examples to show the usage of the method. May 28, 2013 2.0.1 Added example to show how to call the method with a callback function. May 23, 2013 3.0.0 This example shows how to set a cookie for the current context:
publicclassExampleSetCookie { staticvoidMain(string[]args) { // get the service locator from the session ServiceLocator serviceLocator =newServiceLocator(); // get the context and ensure that the user is authenticated // If authenticated, update the cookie bool updateCookie = serviceLocator.GetService().GetUser().IsAuthenticated; if(updateCookie) { // you can set the cookie for the current context
serviceLocator.SetServiceInstance(newSessionKey()); } } } May 23, 2013 3.0.1 Added example to show how to use the serviceLocator to set a cookie for the current context. May 29, 2013 2.0.0 Added cookie-setting example May 23, 2013 3.0.0 This example shows how to set a cookie for the current context: publicclassExampleSetCookie { staticvoidMain(string[]args) { // get the service locator from the session ServiceLocator
serviceLocator =newServiceLocator(); // get the context and ensure that the user is authenticated // If authenticated, update the cookie bool updateCookie = serviceLocator.GetService().GetUser().IsAuthenticated; if(updateCookie) { // you can set the cookie for the current context
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System Requirements For WCF Cookie Manager:
OS: Windows 7 or later, Windows Server 2008 or later, Windows Vista SP2 or later RAM: At least 1 GB CPU: 2 GHz or faster Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent, AMD Phenom II X4, Intel Core i3 or equivalent GPU: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 or equivalent, ATI Radeon HD 2600 or equivalent, or Intel GMA 3600 or equivalent Display: 10.7 inches or greater, 1024 x 768 or greater, 16:9 aspect ratio Storage: 4 GB or greater
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